As a dyslexic student I find them really helpful as most of the information I need is in one place.

It allows me to easily find all relevant books in one place that are specific to my course and recommended by my tutor. It save time and ensures I'm not reading irrelevant material.

It provides one central location to easily find any required reading material for seminars as well as having a large quantity of additional materials for supplementary study as well as for assignments.

It's useful to have all the reading materials in one place, and to be able to click on the link that takes you to the Library site.

For assignments.

Students appreciate having all the recommended readings readings in one place

Some lecturers use this facility better than others. Some not at all. You could ensure each module has a comprehensive list instead of it being hit and miss depending on the individual lecturer.

If they can be updated regularly by lecturers that would be great! Maybe some other resources besides books may help i.e. videos, podcasts etc.

Make sure ALL course/module leaders use them. I have 2 modules this year that have no information listed. I understand that the readings for these modules are very broad but it would be helpful to have some key readings provided.

Some tutors create better lists than others. Trying to have a more consistent standard would be helpful.

If they can be handpicked for every lecture the reading list relates to.

It might make it easier to have the reading list separated into sections so that it is clear which lecture the reading list relates to.

Have different sections marked clearly so there isn't a long list when you log on, can be a bit overwhelming. Maybe a little more of an overview of what is being looked at in the set texts - like outcomes for learning from them.

It would be useful if tutors were encouraged to organise the lists better, for example by topic, rather than one long list of books and articles. It's sometimes easy to get lost.

Some reading lists can be a bit overwhelming when they are not grouped into concise parts. I wouldn't be expecting them to be clickable on every lecture/assignment, but a few sub-groups would make them a little more user-friendly.

Not all lists are created equal!

Fabulous starting point provided by people who have done wide ranging preliminary research.

It gives me an idea of where to start when I am researching for projects, and also helps when it comes to revision as it gives me more resources than just the lecture slides.

Some reading lists are as long as my arms, and not all of them are required or background reading, so it's hard to know where to start.

They are too long so it's hard to know where to start. Overwhelming.

Students like to use readings lists as a starting place for research

They are too full - impossible to know where to start.

They allow me to have a starting point when starting any piece of work or research for the subject and not get distracted from what you are trying to do.

I am dyslexic and finding appropriate material can be difficult sometimes but the reading list is a good place to start looking and it can generate new ideas of what to look for.

I sometimes feel like they are revisited to be added to, but are rarely pruned back. As a result there are an overwhelming amount of suggested texts, some of which might have been suggested years ago for a really particular reason.

Size matters!

Not so long and not so many repeats. My reading lists are as long as my arms, and not all of them are required or background reading, so it's hard to know where to start.

They are too full - impossible to know where to start.

They are too full - impossible to know where to start.

Some reading lists can be a bit overwhelming when they are not grouped into concise parts. I wouldn't be expecting them to be clickable on every lecture/assignment, but a few sub-groups would make them a little more user-friendly.

Students prefer well structured and annotated reading lists

Students appreciate having all the recommended readings readings in one place

Students like to use readings lists as a starting place for research

I sometimes feel like they are revisited to be added to, but are rarely pruned back. As a result there are an overwhelming amount of suggested texts, some of which might have been suggested years ago for a really particular reason.

Size matters!

Not all lists are created equal!